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Orwell News - Spring 2020

Rainbows for Key Workers
Heading into the lovely spring time is a great feeling but this year it is a little different. The Coronavirus
outbreak has brought a lot of negativity and uncertainty to our world but it has also shown us how great that
we all can be. We have had an overwhelming outcome from our community showing their appreciation to
NHS staff, carers and all key workers by putting rainbows in their windows. There is a bunch of rainbows
and messages in the attached article, thank you to everyone who has got involved. You can also share
your rainbow pictures with us in the link below.

Read more

Orwell Garden Competition 2020
If you are proud of your patch or just love gardening, why not enter our 2020 garden competition...

Read more

Support in the Community
As most of us are now staying in our homes as much as possible we are changing the way we do things.
We need to think more about helping each other and being neighbourly, and are finding new ways to keep
in contact as a community, to give and gain support.

Read more

Orwell Easter Quiz
How good is your Easter knowledge? Challenge yourself and complete our fun Easter quiz to be entered
into a prize draw of £40!

Quiz

Orwell's Trees, Benefiting the Community
A recent audit carried out recorded that Orwell has 5,177 trees growing across our communal
areas. From the beginning of this year we have replaced 85 trees and planted 65 additional
trees. These trees give us many and varied environmental benefits and are of great value to the
community, please enjoy and look after them.

Trees are amazing

Together with Tenants Survey
Help us shape our commitments to you. Take the survey and let us know what you think...

Survey

The Spring Orwell Art Competition
Why not turn your hand to art during this time of restricted movement. A competition for all ages,
you can enter drawings or paintings with themes of spring, Easter or rainbows!

Read More

Debts, Scams and Online Gambling
Debts, scams and online gambling are just a few of the things that may be of concern over the
next few weeks. We all need all the help we can get; here are a few suggestions where you can
find some support.

Read More

The Orwell Community Hub
Not joined yet? You’re missing competitions, news and information of interest to you, plus the
opportunity to communicate with other Orwell residents. Email tenantinvolvement@orwellhousing.co.uk for your invitation to join. The winner of the Samsung Tablet randomly picked
from residents who have joined the Hub was Miss X from Newnham Court.
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